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ON Page 3)
Introduction to:

Cosmic Constant

An attempt to list God’s Creative work through
Universal numbers and physical “Universal
constant Units” whose numeric evaluations allow
description of the Universal reality evolving
perfect Universal Physical Laws.
Discussions over discrepancies between
physical measurements and results obtained
applying perfect Laws.
Quote: “No Real Gas obeys exactly to the
Equation of status of a perfect Gas”
(Enrico Fermi)
Note: all calculations are based on the theory of
existence of
in the Universal Reality.
Absolute entities used:
1) Set of Natural Numbers,
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2) Set of natural physical entities,
metre
,
,
,
as “Universal
measure of entropic transformation-degradation
physic of reference in

inside

coexisting with
(

of

of mass, due to contact

) with physical mass.

The entropic transformation of reference of
during the time of
“ in units of
mass (pure substance)
measured as mass at
density of water

is “Newton Universal

Law of gravitational absorption and transformation of
the phase
of ’
into gravitational
mass consistently absorbed in time ”:
∙ "

in association to transformation of the coexisting
phase (Space Fabric) into Heat lost as dissipation.
Note: Below the understanding of gravitational
phenomena will be expanded with the introduction of
absorption of composite particles
of
Ether/ESF.
These units of physical entities must be intended as
basic Universal Parameters which is to say: “Objects
of Creation”, including time as measure of
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transformation of reference (constant of
absorptionof Newton, in Universal terms, to which
can be referred al the physical phenomena.
Through them are also subjected to measurement:
3)

"

4)
∙ "

5)

∙ "

Note: 4) (
and 5) (
)
above are basic measures of flow of substance,
measuring phenomena of entropic degradation over
the unit of time, they are related through the

“cosmic constant

:
(

(

)
)

It is an entity little understood, which enters the
definition of a metre as Universal unit of measure
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∙∅

from which:

enters as well the definition of the unit of time in
relation to the orbital path run by Earth at constant
speed in

"

as an approximation in seconds of the

product of two Universal constants:

MORECOMMENTS ON THE COSMIC CONSTANT
-) 𝑀

= 5.95𝑒

[𝑇𝑜𝑛] = 5.95 ∙ ∅

-) The Number of seconds over 1 Year time on orbital path
of Earth is:

1𝑌𝑟 = 364.25𝑑 = 364.25 ∙ 86400” =

etc…
This recurrence of the cosmic constant: ∅ = 𝑒 over the
physical characters of Earth is not presently well understood but it
is an undeniable fact that Earth runs, its orbital path around the
Sun at a fixed speed:

Dependent from the unit of time through the constant k as above
….in
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6) “Newton’s Universal absorption constant”
obtained with the use of units related to the
, (1m,1Ton,1”) which are the only
possible Units with whom can be measured
therefore since
is substance in pristine
Universal Status are Universal Units.
The constant
is determinant in order to get,
surface Earth’s Gravity
which depends from
Earth parameters and from cosmic constant and
from :
∙∅

∙

.

∙

∅

∙∅

∅

∙∅

∙

∙

Earth occupies a spherical volume whose radius in
metres is function of two Universal constants
therefore Newton’s gravitational absorption constant
can only increase
.
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Note: we have that that to describe dissipation of
substance (Ruggeri’s Universal dissipation formula)
applied to
, gives another example of Unicity
of Earth since like the formula of absorption is
unique product of Universal numbers and Universal
constants.
Note: the Gravitation is introduced as a
Phenomenon constant in time of Entropic
Degradation affecting the
originated by
absorption by the phase
(of
)
whose action through the physical mass
is
imparting to
the gravitational character (the
capacity to absorb the
as a flow of
composite particles
).
Note: (𝜋),

,the mole=√500=22.360679..(of A.

Avogadro).
the “natural set of numbers”
And “Universal constants” defining physical Quantities, like
[

all “God’s Numbers”

]

“are

used by necessity in the development

of Physical Laws.

As a rule, then, to develop physical Laws only
God’s numbers, mathematical operators and
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functions that give Equations of perfect nature
(“ideal”) are to be used at any time.
Considerations: the description of the Natural World was
initially based on introduction of the set of natural numbers (from
0 𝑡𝑜 ∞ ) , followed by geometric advances based on analysis of
shapes of physical objects, mainly concerning the relations
between straight line and circle, connected through the Universal
Constant number (𝜋) and the concept associating density to a
mass, when two masses made up of different substance, inserted
in equal volumes, showed different reaction to gravity on a simple
Balance.
Note: until recently, between civilized Communities, (𝜋) was well
known, but there was no agreements as to what units of length,
substance, and time to refer.
We owe to Isaac Newton, the concept of “inertia” intended as
Force opposing movement of a mass and the conception of an
Universal Law of exchange of Forces as if the Forces were in a
rigid immutable relation.
The perception that his Universal constant could be describing a
transformation dependent from time, (describing a concept of
“entropic degradation taking place through absorption of
substance” by a mass, as physical Universal Law, slowly made its
way in the community of Scientists.
To implement his Law became necessary to establish a unit of
measure of length, the meter 1[𝑚] , to whom associate the unit of
volume 1[𝑚 ] containing mass 1[𝑇𝑜𝑛] as substance of reference
at density 1

, inside which the truly Universal constant

phenomenon of entropic degradation would take place in the unit
of time.
(The Scientists who discovered/fixed these Units reached real
genial conclusions since they captured the way to measure the
Universal Units (those having the parameters of Creation and
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therefore of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ],but unluckily missed the intuition of its
presence in physical terms).
This meant to associate the concept of time to a fixed amount of
transformation (entropic degradation of Universal character)
caused inside a unit of mass through interaction with a substance
which was absorbed by it over the Unit of time.
Direct observation was elusive and in order to define a measure
of time became of necessity to refer to a periodic gravitational
phenomenon connected to movement during which a fixed
number of these hypothetic transformations would take place.
Our case on Earth concerns an association of two periodic
phenomena:
a)
The Return of Earth to closure of the Orbital path of
gravitational Nature
b)
Simultaneous rotation of Earth around its own axis during
which a constant number of these transformations would take
place.
This followed by the understanding of a chain of other physical
phenomena exclusive to the System Sun-Earth, concerning
development of life, which induced the belief that such system is
an act of Creation joining together the physical Parameters of its
two components (Sun and Earth) in unique Universal terms.
c)
What mentioned above regarding Earth’s rotation around its
axis and its periodic motion in orbital path under the effect of
gravity still didn’t allow any connection with regard to the entropic
internal transformations induced in them by gravity (both on the
Sun and on Earth) and coming out of them in a degraded status
defined Heat.
At this point, in the physical pursuits, the choice of Water, as
substance of reference was essentially correct, because Water
had Universality of presence and showed unmatched qualities in
the natural World.
The additional reasons for which Water had to be chosen were
that, like for the number (𝜋) , Water “as substance” fitted the
constant Universal units/parameters of Creation those of the
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[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ], ( 1[𝑇𝑜𝑛] of substance inside 1[𝑚 ] of Space Fabric,
at density: 𝜌 = 1

) which were those of substance in

pristine status which under entropic degradation in contact with
physical mass in coexistence with it would be transformed in
physical mass and which by necessity had to have the same
parameters.
The contact of physical mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) with the coexisting
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ], is cause of “entropic degradation” of constant
nature of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] into mass going to join the 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ).
The constancy of the nature of this phenomenon permits to
define the Universal Law of absorption of Substance (the
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ]) by a mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ).

Description of the Ether/ESF
in the Universal Reality
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] is made up of composite particles [𝐵𝑀] present all
over the Euclidean Space, they are contained inside Space
Fabric of Volume:
[ ]
having the same density of Water 𝜌 = 1
structure each contains:
[𝑇𝑜𝑛] which 𝑑𝑚
one 𝑑𝑚 =
inside the [𝑆𝐹 ]
density 𝜌

is not uniformly distributed

but is mass concentrated in its centre at

=𝑐

consequently occupying a volume:
𝑉 =

since due to their

= 4.11. . 𝑒
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[𝑚 ] .

Comment: (the hardness of the external shell of the Space
Fabric of a molecule increases with the number of [𝐼𝑃] particles in
its centre.
Its superficial density must depend from the number of [𝐼𝑃]
particles clustered inside its nucleus.
Composite particles [𝐵𝑀] [𝑇𝑜𝑛] belonging to [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] are
present all over the Universe and permeate the physical mass
𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅)[𝑇𝑜𝑛] and physically react with it through a fixed Law of
constant transformation/degradation consisting of absorption
quantified in mass in the unit of time the following terms:
∆ ( , )
"

=

∙ 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

"

Note: Time measures a physical “quantified”:
Entropic transformation/degradation taking place, in Universal
terms, over substance [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] made up of two States [𝐸𝑆𝐹 ]
and 𝐸
existing in coexistence with the physical mass of Water,
both of them occupying simultaneously in undisturbed conditions
at [𝑆𝑇𝑃] the same cubic volume of 1[𝑚 ]:
𝜌

/

=𝜌

.

=1

Relation between these two states of existence of these two
substances ([𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 [𝐸 ] ) making up the composite [𝐵𝑀]
of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] , is that they are subjected to entropic
degradation that to be quantified (measured by reference to a
fixed quantity) needs to be described through an Universal
constant of gravitational absorption (gain of mass in [𝑘𝐽]) in time:
(absorption per unit of Mass 1[𝑇𝑜𝑛] 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅):
𝑘 = 𝜋 ∙ 2𝑒

= 8,3775 ∙ 10

for a mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) gives:

"
∆ ( , )
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"

= 𝑘𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

"

therefore 𝑘

is correspondent to equivalent absorption:

"

∆ ( , )
"

𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

=

"

(ex: for the Sun, using Newton’s Law, the entropic degradation
of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] gives a gain of mass
∆

= 8,3775 ∙ 10

"

∆

Equivalent to:

"

=

∙2∙𝑒

,

…

"

:

= 1,6755 … 𝑒
= 18 616

"

"

The time dependent Entropic phenomenon associated to
absorption (flow) of composite particles [𝐵𝑀] of Ether/ESF by a
gravitational mass (the Sun in the above exercise) sheds on
contact their [𝑆𝐹 ] transformed into Heat :
loss of [𝑆𝐹 ] during absorption:
:

∆
"

= 18 616

"

Whilst the [𝐼𝑃] particles in the centre of the composite [𝐵𝑀]
hitting the molecules of the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) under depression,
transform a portion of it into Heat, as well.
Inside the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) , Heat under entropic degradation
(absorbed by the phase [𝐸 ]) flows radially away (on
continuous basis) at speed 1

”

in units of

.

Once reached the surface of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) is preferable to show it
flowing radially away from 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) in units of
expansion c

"

at further

.

This dynamism of transformation under entropic degradation of
Gravitational Mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) into Heat (and absorption of Heat by
the phase [ 𝐸 ]) is of high interest, since depending from the
parameters (𝜌, 𝑅 ) of the gravitational mass can result cause of
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entropic degradation 𝑘

∙ "

of the gravitational mass, into

Heat on a scale far larger than that of absorption 𝑘.
Note: Ruggeri’ formula of Universal dissipation has been
presented through a value of dissipation in

"

coming out of a

gravitational mass.
Gravitational absorption of composite particles [𝐵𝑀] of the
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] by a mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) is a phenomenon causing their
flow towards the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) in which the particles [𝐵𝑀] lose
their Space Fabric, when coming on contact with the molecules of
the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) .
What happens to the mass of the Space Fabric (at density 𝜌
1

=

) is loss of rigidity and transformation into quanta of mass in

[𝑇𝑜𝑛] in status of Heat entropically absorbed by the phase [𝐸 ]
of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] (Heat is flowing radially away from the
𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) under absorption by the phase [𝐸 ] of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ].
This phenomenon is annulling the occupation of Space Fabric
which is getting transformed into Heat, as soon it comes in
contact with the gravitational mass subjecting Heat to continuous
absorption by the phase [𝐸 ], which being continuous
generates local continuous depression, continuously filled by the
incoming flow of more composite particles [𝐵𝑀] (and their Space
Fabric).
The Sun as example: whilst the composite particles [𝐵𝑀] are
shedding their [𝑆𝐹 ]
its mass absorbs the central particles
[𝐼𝑃] (in equivalent units of mass in
∆ ( , )

"

):

𝑇𝑜𝑛

"

1"

Note: this absorption is nevertheless that of a flow of mass in
status of [𝐼𝑃] particles and takes place only after they lost, by
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contact with the gravitational mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅), their Space Fabric
[𝑆𝐹 ]
(transformed into Heat).
This phenomenon is resumed below in relation to Sun:
2𝑒27 𝑇𝑜𝑛
𝑘
𝑐2

𝑘
𝑐2

This amount of mass of [𝑆𝐹 ]

in

∙ 2𝑒27 = 18616

∙ 2𝑒27 = 18616

"

”

”

absorbed as Heat

away from the
by the phase [𝐸 ] of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] is
leaving behind an amount of [𝐼𝑃] particles of density:
𝜌

= 1

Which due to the depression directly applied over

them by loss of [𝑆𝐹 ] enter the molecules of
under
absorption, as [𝐼𝑃] in the conditions above mentioned:
INPUT

∆ ( , )
”

=

∙ 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

”

Going to join the nuclear clusters of [𝐼𝑃] belonging to the
molecules of the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

Comment: The measurements of physical parameters
concerning Earth, and Sun bring to the Conclusion that both of
them are unique objects of the Creation not only on their own but
also as a System.
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It represents a chain of events in the fact that the
gravitational mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) in contact with the composite particles
[𝐵𝑀] of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] transforms their [𝑆𝐹 ]
into Heat
which is still mass but has lost the rigidity of the [𝑆𝐹 ]
surrounding them and is absorbed by the phase [𝐸 ] radially
away from 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ), in the place which was occupied by [𝑆𝐹 ]
now there is depression causing flow of other composite [𝐵𝑀]
particles (coexisting with the 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )), to fill the gap and this
affects the molecules of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) which are as well in depression
but stay put inside the 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ).
Note: this stage releasing Heat is far more active than loss of
[𝑆𝐹 ] by the composite particles of [𝐵𝑀] flowing in and is the Heat
coming out this way that reaches us from the Stars
See: GSJournal.net Ruggeri a “Gravitational machine how it
works”.
These phenomena are consecutive and unstoppable and since
they are based on permanent flow, the gravitational open cycle is
absorbing and clustering the flow of [𝐼𝑃] gravitational particles
inside the [𝐵𝑀] of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ], as [𝐼𝑃] particles, into the
existing molecules of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) and whilst join their nuclei release
their depression and that of the molecules of the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )
which being an entropic phenomenon transforms mass into Heat
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absorbed by the phase [𝐸
𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅).

] radially away from the mass

Ruggeri Universal Formula of Dissipation
expressed in function of the constant 𝑘 =

∙ "

is

of absorption, in

it one can see that the coefficient of dissipation 𝑘′ is constant
function dependent only from the Universal constant of absorption
𝑘 and the parameters 𝜌, 𝑅 of the gravitational mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ):
∆ ( , )
”

=

𝜌𝑅 ∙

∙ 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) =

∙

= 𝑓(𝑘, 𝜌, 𝑅 ) ∙ 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) = 𝑘′ ∙ 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )
Expanded mass as Heat in

"

"

is coming out radially away from

the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) (see above diagrams) as a radial flow of
packets of [𝑄𝑏𝑚] under entropic absorption/degradation by the
coexisting phase [𝐸 ].
Note: Heat flows away from inside a mass as:
∆ ( , )
"

=

∙ 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

at internal radial speed
𝑣 =1

"

"

and when it reaches the surface of 𝑀(𝜌. 𝑅 ) entropic degradation,
(absorption) by the phase [𝐸 ] of the
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] ) takes place inside the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] as dissipation
at:
𝑣

=𝑐

"

.

©
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